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Data Complexity in Clustering Analysis of Gene
Microarray Expression Profiles

Feng Luo and Latifur Khan

Summary. The increasing application of microarray technology is generating large amounts
of high dimensional gene expression data. Genes participating in the same biological process
tend to have similar expression patterns, and clustering is one of the most useful and efficient
methods for identifying these patterns. Due to the complexity of microarray profiles, there are
some limitations in directly applying traditional clustering techniques to the microarray data.
Recently, researchers have proposed clustering algorithms custom tailored to overcome their
limitations for microarray analysis. In this chapter, we first introduce the microarray tech-
nique. Next, we review seven representative clustering algorithms: K-means, quality-based
clustering, hierarchical agglomerative clustering, self-organizing neural network-based clus-
tering, graph-theory-based clustering, model-based clustering, and subspace clustering. All
these algorithms have shown their applicability to the microarray profiles. We also survey sev-
eral criteria for evaluating clustering results. Biology plays an important role in the evaluation
of clustering results. We discuss possible research directions to equip clustering techniques
with underlying biological interpretations for better microarray profile analysis.

11.1 Introduction

Understanding the system-level characteristics of biological organization is a key issue in the
post-genome era. In every living organism, subsets of its gene expressions differ across types,
stages, and conditions. Given a specific condition and stage, there are particular genes that
are expressed. Measuring these gene expression levels across different stages in different tis-
sues or cells, or under different conditions, is very important and useful for understanding
and interpreting biological processes. For a long time, biologists dreamed of getting informa-
tion about all genes in a genome and the ability to study the complex interplay of all genes
simultaneously. The emergence of the microarray technique [26, 35] has brought this to real-
ization. The microarray technology enables the massively parallel measurement of expressions
of thousands of genes simultaneously. There are many potential applications for the microar-
ray technique, such as identification of genetic diseases [32], discovery of new drugs [10],
toxicology studies [31], etc.

The application of microarray technology now generates very large amounts of gene ex-
pression data. One microarray chip has anywhere from thousands to tens of thousands of
genes on it. Thus a series of microarray experiments will generate ten thousand to a million
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data points. As a result, there is an increasing need for technologies that can extract useful and
rational fundamental knowledge of gene expression from the microarray data.

The biological system, like many other engineering synthetic systems, is modular [19].
The expression patterns of genes inside the same module are similar to each other. Thus, the
genes can be grouped according to their gene expressions. Clustering analysis is one of the
most useful methods for grouping data in large data sets. It has been shown that the clustering
techniques can identify biologically meaningful gene groups from microarray profiles.

However, due to the complexity of biological systems, the microarray data are also very
involved. Conventional clustering algorithms may have some limitation to deal with such in-
tricacies and need modifications. First, the size of the data is large. A typical microarray data
set will have thousands to ten thousands of data series and up to millions of data points. So the
computation time for clustering is definitely an important issue. Second, although the exper-
iments in a microarray profile may relate to each other, like a time series experiments of cell
cycle or stress response, the degree of expression in different experiments can be dramatically
different. Furthermore, in many cases, there is seldom a correlation between the experiments
in a microarray data set, like microarray experiments of a set of mutants or microarray ex-
periments of tumor cell and normal cell in cancer research; or there are even several kinds
of experiments in one microarray profile. Usually, microarray profiles by nature are multidi-
mensional. Third, for one specific experimental condition, not every gene is expressed. The
microarray expression data of these genes are more like random outliers. Either some pre-
processing of the microarray data set is needed to remove the outliers as much as possible or
the clustering algorithms themselves need to have some mechanism to handle these outliers.
All these characteristics of microarray data need to be considered for successful clustering.

In this chapter, we review clustering analysis for microarray profiles. First, we introduce
the microarray technology. Second, we present some traditional and newly developed cluster-
ing algorithms that have been applied to microarray profile analysis. Third, we describe some
methods to evaluate the clustering results. Finally, we provide some discussions.

11.2 Microarray technology

The microarray technology refers to the use of the microarray chips to measure gene expres-
sions. Microarray chips are commonly small slides that are made of chemically coated glass,
nylon membrane, or silicon, onto which a matrix of spots are printed. Each spot on a microar-
ray chip is less than 250 µm in diameter and contains millions of identical DNA molecules
(probes). The number of spots on a single microarray chip ranges from thousands to tens of
thousands, which depends on the size of the chip and the spotting technique used. In each
spot there are only specific kinds of DNA sequences that correspond to a specific gene. The
hybridization between the DNA sequence and the complement DNA (cDNA) that represent
the messenger RNA (mRNA) from test samples (targets) is quantified by the signal of label-
ing molecules bound to cDNA, which is the essential principle employed by the microarray
technology to measure the gene expression level of the targets.

There are two major types of microarray technology. One is the cDNA microarray [35];
the other is the oligonucleotide microarray [26]. Although there are some differences in the
details of experiment protocols, the gene expressions measured by the cDNA microarray and
the oligonucleotide microarray have the same biological meanings. A typical microarray ex-
periment consists of four basic steps [40]:

Target preparation: Extract mRNA from both the test and the control samples. Then
transcribe the mRNA to cDNA in the presence of nucleotides that are labeled with fluorescent
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dyes or radioactive isotopes. For cDNA microarray, the test and reference cDNA are labeled
differently. For oligonucleotide microarray, this differential labeling is not necessary.

Hybridization: The labeled test and control cDNA samples are mixed in equal amounts
and incubated with a microarray slide for hybridization for a given time. Then the microarray
slide is washed to get rid of the surplus cDNA.

Scanning: Once the hybridized microarray is ready, the expression level of genes is de-
tected by monitoring the intensity of the labeling fluorescent or radioactive molecules. For
fluorescence labeling, a laser beam is used to excite the fluorescent dyes and the degree of flu-
orescence correlates with the abundance of target molecules at a specific spot. The fluorescent
emission is monitored by a scanner, which also produces a digital image file to store signals.

Normalization: To correct the differences in overall array intensity, such as background
noise and different efficiency in detection, the raw signal intensity, either from cDNA or from
oligonucleotide microarray, must be normalized to a common standard. The normalization can
make the gene expression profile from different experiments comparable. After normalization,
the final gene expression levels are presented as an expression ratio of test versus control
sample and are ready for further analysis.

A typical microarray gene expression profile is represented by a real matrix E, the expres-
sion matrix. Each cell eij of the expression matrix E represents an expression value of a gene
(row) in a certain experiment (column). Generally, there is no biological difference between
the expression profiles measured by cDNA microarray and those measured by oligonucleotide
microarray. In this chapter, the term microarray means both cDNA and oligonucleotide mi-
croarray.

11.3 Introduction to Clustering

Clustering is defined as a process of partitioning a set of data S = {D1, D2. . . Dn} into a
number of subclusters C1, C2. . . Cm based on a measure of similarity between the data (dis-
tance based) or based on the probability of data following certain distribution (model-based).
For a survey of clustering analysis techniques, see Jain et al. [23]. The distance-based cluster-
ing techniques are broadly divided into hierarchical clustering and partitioning clustering. As
opposed to partitioning clustering algorithms, the hierarchical clustering can discover trends
and subtle common characteristics, and thus can provide more useful information for biolo-
gists. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are further subdivided into agglomerative algorithms
and divisive algorithms. Recently, as more and more high-dimensional microarray expressions
data become available, subspace clustering algorithms have been developed to find clusters in
the subdimension of the whole space.

11.3.1 Similarity Measurements of Microarray Profiles

The similarity measurement is essential for the clustering analysis, which controls the defin-
ition of a cluster. Different similarity measurement may generate widely different values for
the same set of data. Most commonly used similarity measurements for microarray profiles
are Euclidean distance and Pearson correlation coefficient.

The Euclidean distance actually measures the geometric distance between data points. The
distance between expression Ei of gene gi and expression (Ej) of gene gj in D-dimensions
is defined as
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Euclidean(Ei, Ej) =

√√√√ D∑
d=1

(Eid − Ejd)2 (11.1)

The Euclidean distance is simple and works well when a data set has “compact” or “isolated”
clusters. However, the distances can be greatly affected by differences in scale among the
dimensions from which the distances are computed. To make the distance insensitive to the
absolute level of expression and sensitive to the degree of change [14], the microarray expres-
sion profiles are always standardized by z-score normalization (zero mean and unit variance)
[39] before the distance is computed.

The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the strength and direction of a linear rela-
tionship between two data. It assumes that both data are approximately normally distributed
and their joint distribution is bivariate normal. The Pearson correlation coefficient between
expression (Ei) of gene gi and expression (Ej) of gene gj in D-dimensions is defined as

Pearson(Ei, Ej) =
1

D

∑
d=1,D

(
Eid − MEi

σEi

)(
Ejd − MEj

σEj

) (11.2)

where MEi , MEj are the average gene expression level of gene gi and gene gj , respectively,
and σE1 , σEj are the standard deviation of the gene expression level of gene gi and gene
gj , respectively. The Pearson correlation ranges from +1 to −1. A correlation of +1 means a
perfect positive linear relationship between two expressions.

Although the Pearson correlation coefficient is an effective similarity measure, it is sensi-
tive to outlier expression data. Especially if the number of data of two data series is limited,
the effects of outlier points become more significant. Heyer et al. [22] observed that if the ex-
pression of two genes has a high peak or valley in one of the experiments but is unrelated in all
others, the Pearson correlation coefficient still will be very high, which results as a false pos-
itive. To remove the effect of a single outlier, Heyer et al. proposed a similarity measurement
called the Jackknife correlation, which is based on the Jackknife sampling procedure from
computational statistics [13]. The Jackknife correlation between expression (Ei ) of gene gi

and expression (Ej) of gene gj in D-dimensions is defined as

Jackknife(Ei, Ej) = min{P 1
ij , . . . P

d
ij , . . . , P

D
ij } (11.3)

where P d
ij is the Pearson correlation coefficient between expression Ei and expression Ej

with d th experiment value deleted. More general Jackknife correlation by deleting every sub-
set of size n will be robust to n outliers, but they become computationally unrealistic to im-
plement.

11.3.2 Missing Values in Microarray Profiles

There may be some missing expression values in the microarray expression profiles. These
missing values may have been caused by various kinds of experimental errors. When calculat-
ing the similarity between two gene expressions with missing values, one way is to consider
only the expressions present in both genes. The other way is to replace the missing value with
estimated values. Troyanskaya et al. [43] evaluated three estimation methods: singular value
decomposition based method, weighted K-nearest neighbors, and row average. Based on the
robust and sensitive test, they demonstrated that the weighted K-nearest neighbors method is
the best one for missing value estimation in microarray expression profiles.
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11.4 Clustering Algorithms

In this section, we present several representative clustering algorithms that have been applied
to gene expression analysis.

11.4.1 K-Means Algorithms

The K-means algorithm [30] is one of the most popular partitioning clustering methods. The
K-means partition the data set into predefined K clusters by minimizing the average dissimi-
larity of each cluster, which is defined as

E =
K∑

k=1

∑
C(i)=k

||xik − x̄k||2 where x̄k =
1

Nk

N∑
i=1

xik (11.4)

x̄k is the mean of all data belonging to the k th cluster, which represents the centroid of the
cluster. Thus, the K-means algorithm tries to minimize the average distance of data within
each cluster from the cluster mean. The general K-means algorithm is as follows [23]:

1. Initialization: Choose K cluster centroids (e.g., randomly chosen K data points).
2. Assign each data-point to the closest cluster centroid.
3. Recompute the cluster centroid using the current cluster memberships.
4. If the convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2.

The K-means algorithm converges if every data-point is assigned to the same cluster during
iteration, or the decrease in squared error is less than a predefined threshold. In addition, to
avoid the local suboptimal minimum, one should run the K-means algorithm with different
random initializing values for the centroids, and then choose the one with the best clustering
result (smallest average dissimilarity). Furthermore, since the number of clusters inside the
data set is unknown, to find the proper number of clusters, one needs to run the K-means
algorithm with different values of K to determine the best K value.

Tavazoie et al. [39] selected the most highly expressed 3000 yeast genes from the yeast
cell cycle microarray profiles and applied the K-means algorithm to cluster them into 30 clus-
ters. They successfully found that some of the clusters were significantly enriched with homo
functional genes, but not all clusters showed the presence of functionally meaningful genes.
This is because some clusters of genes participate in multiple functional processes, or some
clusters of genes are not significantly expressed, and the number of clusters (30) may also not
be the optimal one.

The K-means algorithm is most widely used because of its simplicity. However, it has
several weak points when it is used to cluster gene expression profiles. First, it is sensitive to
outliers. As there are a lot of noise and experimental errors among the gene expression data,
the clustering result produced by K-means algorithms may be difficult to explain. Second,
since not every gene expresses significantly under certain conditions, the expressions of this
kind of genes do not have a clear pattern but are more likely to have random patterns. This
kind of gene must be considered as noisy and should not be assigned to any cluster. However,
the K-means algorithm forces each gene into a cluster, which decreases the accuracy of the
clusters and renders some of the clusters meaningless and not suitable for further analysis.
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11.4.2 Quality-Based Clustering

Recently, several quality-based clustering algorithms have been proposed to overcome the
drawbacks of K-means. These kinds of algorithms attempt to find quality-controlled clusters
from the gene expression profiles. The number of clusters does not have to be predefined and
is automatically determined during the clustering procedure. Genes whose expressions are not
similar to the expressions of other genes will not be assigned to any of the clusters.

Heyer et al. [22] proposed a new quality clustering algorithm called QT Clust. They used
the QT Clust to cluster 4169 yeast gene cell cycle microarray expression profiles and dis-
covered 24 large quality clusters. The QT Clust algorithm uses two steps to produce quality
clusters: (1) For each gene, a cluster seeded by this gene is formed. This is done by iteratively
adding genes to the cluster. During each iteration, the gene that minimizes the increase in clus-
ter diameter is added. The process continues until no gene can be added without surpassing
the predefined cluster diameter threshold. After the first step, a set of candidate clusters is cre-
ated. (2) Quality clusters are selected one by one from the candidates. Each time, the largest
cluster is selected and retained. Then the genes that belong to this cluster are removed from
the other clusters. This procedure continues until a certain termination criterion is satisfied.
One criterion suggested by Heyer et al. is the minimum number of clusters. The total number
of clusters is controlled by the termination criterion and is not required to be predefined like
K-means algorithm. The quality of the clusters in QT Clust is controlled by the cluster diam-
eter, which is a user-defined parameter. However, determination of this parameter is not an
easy task. It may need either the biological knowledge of the data set to evaluate the clustering
result, or use of some cluster validation criterion to evaluate the clustering result. In either case
one may need to use the clustering algorithm several times to obtain a proper clustering result.
Furthermore, as pointed out by Smet et al. [37], the diameter threshold may also be different
for each cluster. Then, one cluster diameter cannot be proper for all clusters.

Smet et al. [37] proposed a new heuristic adaptive quality-based clustering algorithm
called Adap Cluster to improve the method proposed by Heyer et al. The Adap Cluster algo-
rithm constructs clusters sequentially with a two-step approach. In the first step (quality-based
step), the algorithm finds a cluster center CK using a preestimated radius (RK PRELIM) with
a method similar to the algorithm proposed by Heyer et al. If the size of the cluster is less than
a user-defined parameter MIN NR GENES, the clustering result is discarded. Otherwise, a
second step (adaptive step) is invoked. The adaptive step uses an expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm to optimize the radius RK of the cluster center CK for a certain significant
level S. The significant level is the probability that a gene belongs to a cluster. The default
value of the significant level is 95%, which means that a gene has less than a 5% probability
of being a false positive. The significant level can determine the number of genes that belong
to the cluster. Then, the significant level S is the quality-control criterion. All clusters have the
same significant level. However, the cluster radius may differ among the clusters. The advan-
tage of using a significant level as a quality-control criterion is that it has easy-to-understand
statistical meaning and is independent of the data set. Smet et al. applied the Adap Cluster to
3000 yeast gene cell cycle microarray expression profiles. Compared to the result of K-means,
the result of Adap Cluster has a higher degree of enrichment based on the P-value significant
measure (see section 11.5) and is more biologically consistent.
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11.4.3 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) Algorithm

The HAC algorithm is a classical and most commonly used hierarchal clustering algorithm.
The HAC algorithm iteratively joins the closest subelements into a hierarchical tree. The gen-
eral HAC algorithm is as follows:

1. Put each data element into a singleton cluster; compute a list of intercluster distances for
all singleton cluster; then sort the list in ascending order.

2. Find a pair of clusters having the most similarity; merge them into one cluster and calcu-
late the similarity between the new cluster and the remaining clusters.

3. When there is more than one cluster remaining, go to step 2; otherwise stop.

Based on the calculation of similarity between the nonsingleton clusters, a variety of hierar-
chical agglomerative techniques have been proposed. Single-link, complete-link, and group-
average-link clustering are commonly used. In the single-link clustering the similarity between
two clusters is the maximum similarity of all pairs of data that are in different clusters. In the
complete-link clustering the similarity between two clusters is the minimum similarity of all
pairs of data that are in different clusters. In the group-average-link clustering the similarity
between two clusters is the mean similarity of all pairs of data that are in different clusters [45].
Lance and Williams [25] show that many HAC algorithms can be derived from the following
general combinatorial formula:

dk,i∪j = αi.dk,i + αj .dk,j + β.di,j + γ.|dk,i − dk,j | (11.5)

where i∪j is a cluster constructed by merging cluster i and cluster j and dk,i∪j is the distance
between cluster i∪j and an existing cluster k. The α, β, γ parameters characterize the different
HAC algorithms [25].

The single-link and complete-link clustering simply use the similarity information of min-
imum or maximum of a cluster; therefore, these methods perform less well than the group-
average-link clustering. But the simple-link algorithm is easier to implement, has some theo-
retical characteristic, and has been widely used. The single-link clustering tends to build a long
chaining cluster, which makes it suitable for delineating ellipsoidal clusters but not suitable
for poorly separated clusters.

The clustering result of HAC can be represented by a dendrogram, which provides a nat-
ural way to graphically represent the data set. Eisen et al. [14] used the average-link HAC
algorithm to analyze the human gene growth response and the yeast cell cycle microarray ex-
pression profiles. They also proposed using a colored matrix to visualize the clustering result.
Each row of the matrix represents expressions of a gene. Each column of the matrix represents
the expressions of an experiment. Each cell of the matrix is colored according to the expres-
sion ratio. Expressions of log ratio equal to 0 are colored black, increasingly positive ratios
are colored with increasing intensity of reds, and increasingly negative ratios are colored with
increasing intensity of greens. The rows in the matrix are ordered based on the dendrogram of
the clustering result, so that genes with similar expressions patterns are adjacent in the matrix.
This graphical view presents an intuitive understanding of the clustering result of the data set,
which is most favored by biologists. A program called TreeView is available on Eisen’s web
site [15].

Although the HAC algorithm has been widely used for clustering gene microarray expres-
sion profiles, it has several drawbacks. First, as Tamayo et al. [38] have noted, HAC suffers
from a lack of robustness when dealing with data containing noise, so that preprocessing data
to filter out noise is needed. Second, unlike the division hierarchical clustering algorithm (such
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as SOTA and DGSOT in section 11.4) that can stop the hierarchical tree construction in any
level, HAC needs to construct the hierarchical tree that includes the whole data set before ex-
tracting the patterns. This becomes very computationally expensive for a large data set when
only the brief upper level patterns of the data set are needed. Third, since HAC is unable to
reevaluate the results, some clusters of patterns are based on local decisions that will produce
difficult-to-interpret patterns when HAC is applied to a large array of data. Fourth, the number
of clusters is decided by cutting the tree structure at a certain level. Biological knowledge may
be needed to determine the cut.

11.4.4 Self-Organizing Neural Network-Based Clustering Algorithm

Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

The SOM is a self-organizing neural network introduced by Kohonen [24]. It maps the high-
dimensional input data into the low-dimensional output topology space, which usually is a
two-dimensional grid. Furthermore, the SOM can be thought of as a “nonlinear projection”
of probability density function p(x) of the high-dimensional input data vector x onto the two
dimensional display. This makes SOM optimally suitable for applying to the problem of the
visualization and clustering of complex data.

Each SOM node in the output map has a reference vector w. The reference vector has the
same dimension as the feature vector of input data. Initially the reference vector is assigned
random values. During the learning process an input data vector is randomly chosen from the
input data set and compared with all w. The best matching node c is the node that has the
minimum distance with the input data:

c : ||x − wc|| = min
i

{||x − wi||} (11.6)

Then, equation (11.7) is used to update the reference vectors of the best matching node and
its neighboring nodes, which are topologically close in the map. In this way, eventually neigh-
boring nodes will become more similar to the best match nodes. Therefore, the topologically
close regions of the output map gain an affinity for clusters of similar data vectors [24]:

∆wi = η(t) × Λ(i, c) × (x − wi) (11.7)

where i, t, and η(t) denote the neighboring node, discrete time coordinate, and learning rate
function, respectively. The convergence of the algorithm depends on the proper choice of η.
At the beginning of the learning process, η should be chosen close to 1. Thereafter, it should
decrease monotonically. One choice can be η(t) = 1/t. Note that in equation (11.7), the Λ(i, c)
is the neighborhood function. A Gaussian function can be used to define Λ(i, c):

Λ(i, c) = exp(−||ri − rc||2
2σ(t)2

) (11.8)

where || ri−rc || denotes the distance between the best match node and the neighboring
node i and σ(t) denotes the width of the neighbor. At the beginning of the learning process the
width of the neighborhood is fairly large, but it decreases during the learning process. There-
fore, σ(t) decreases monotonically with t. Thus the size of the neighborhood also monoton-
ically decreases. At the end of learning, only the best match node is updated. The learning
steps will stop when the weight update is insignificant.
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Finally, each data-point is assigned to its best match node to form final clusters. Further-
more, there is a geometrical relationship between the clusters. Clusters that are close to each
other in the output grid are more similar to each other than those that are further apart. This
makes it easy to find some cluster relationship during the visualization of the SOM. Tamayo
et al. [38] applied the SOM to analyze yeast gene cell cycle and different human cell cul-
ture microarray expression profiles. The SOM successfully identified the predominant gene
expression pattern in these microarray expression profiles.

Self-Organizing Tree Algorithm (SOTA)

Dopazo et al. [11] introduced a new unsupervised growing and tree-structured self-organizing
neural network called self-organizing tree algorithm (SOTA) for hierarchical clustering. SOTA
is based on Kohonen’s [24] self-organizing map (SOM) and Fritzke’s [16] growing cell struc-
tures. The topology of SOTA is a binary tree.

Initially the system is a binary tree with three nodes (Fig. 11.1a). The leaf of the tree is
called a cell and internal node of the tree is called a node. Each cell and node has a reference
vector w. The values of the reference vector are randomly initialized. In SOTA only cells
are used for comparison with the input data. The procedure that distribute all data into cells
is called a cycle. Each adaptation cycle contains a series of epochs. Each epoch consists of
presentation of all the input data, and each presentation has two steps. First, the best match
cell, which is known as the winning cell, is found. This is similar to the SOM. The cell that
has the minimum distance from the input data is the best match cell/winning cell. The distance
between the cell and data is the distance between the data vector and the reference vector of
the cell. Once the winning cell of a data is found, the data is assigned to the cell. Second,
update the reference vector wi of the winning cell and its neighborhood using the following
function:

∆wi = ϕ(t) × (x − wi) (11.9)

where ϕ(t) is the learning function:

ϕ(t) = α × η(t) (11.10)

where η(t) is the function similar in SOM and α is a learning constant. For different neigh-
borhoods α has different values. Two different neighborhoods are here. If the sibling of the
winning cell is a cell, then the neighborhood includes the winning cell, the parent node, and
the sibling cell. Otherwise, it includes only the winning cell itself [11] (Fig. 11.1b). Further-
more, parameters αw,αm, and αs are used for the winning cell, the ancestor node, and the
sibling cell, respectively. For example, values of αw, αm, and αs can be set as 0.1, 0.05, and
0.01, respectively. Note that the parameter values are not equal. These nonequal values are
critical to partition the input data set into various cells. A cycle converges when the relative
increase in total error falls below a certain threshold.

After distributing all the input data into two cells, the cell that is most heterogeneous will
be changed to a node and two descendent cells will be created. To determine heterogeneity,
the resource of a cell is introduced. The resource of a cell i is the average of the distances
between the input data assigned to the cell and the cell:

Resourcei =
D∑

i=1

d(xi, wi)

D
(11.11)
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Fig. 11.1. (a) Initial architecture of SOTA. (b) Two different reference vector updating
schemas.

where D is the total number of input data associated with the cell. A cell that has the maximum
resource will expand. Therefore, the algorithm proceeds through the cycle until each input
data-point is associated with a single cell or it reaches the desired level of heterogeneity.

SOTA uses a neural network mechanism and it is robust to noisy data. The time complex-
ity of SOTA is O(N log N ), where N is the number of genes. If only upper-level patterns
are needed, the heterogeneity threshold can be set to a larger value and the SOTA can stop
in the early stages. Then, the time complexity of SOTA can be reduced to O(N), namely
approximately linear. Herrero et al. [20] applied SOTA to cluster 800 yeast gene microarray
expression profiles. An online web site tool is also available [21].

DGSOT Algorithm

Nearly all hierarchical clustering techniques that include the tree structure have two shortcom-
ings: (1) they do not properly represent hierarchical relationships, and (2) once the data are
assigned improperly to a given cluster, they cannot later be reevaluated and placed in another
cluster. Recently, Luo et al. [27, 28] proposed a new tree-structured self-organizing neural net-
work, called the dynamically growing self-organizing tree (DGSOT) algorithm, to overcome
these two drawbacks of hierarchical clustering.

DGSOT is a tree-structured self-organizing neural network designed to discover the proper
hierarchical structure of the underlying data. DGSOT grows vertically and horizontally. In
each vertical growth, DGSOT adds two children to the leaf whose heterogeneity is greater than
a threshold and turns it into a node. In each horizontal growth, DGSOT dynamically finds the
proper number of children (subclusters) of the lowest-level nodes. Each vertical growth step
is followed by a horizontal growth step. This process continues until the heterogeneity of all
leaves is less than a threshold TR. During vertical and horizontal growth, a learning process
similar to SOTA is adopted. Figure 11.2 shows an example of DGSOT algorithm in action.
Initially there is only one root node (Fig. 11.2a). All the input data are associated with the
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Fig. 11.2. Illustration of the DGSOT algorithm.

root, and the reference vector of the root node is initialized with the centroid of the data. When
vertical growth is invoked, two children are added to the root node. All input data associated
with the root node are distributed between these children by employing a learning process
(Fig. 11.2b). Following vertical growth, horizontal growth is invoked to determine the proper
number of children for the root. In this example, three leaves are used (Fig. 11.2c). After this,
the heterogeneities of the leaves are checked to determine whether or not to expand to another
level. The answer is yes in this example, and a new vertical growth step is invoked. Two
children are added to the leaves (L1, L3) whose heterogeneity are greater than the threshold
(Fig. 11.2d) and are turned to nodes (N1, N3). All the input data are distributed again with
the learning process, and a new horizontal growth begins (Fig. 11.2e). This process continues
until the heterogeneity of all the leaves (indicated by the empty cycle in Fig. 11.2) are less
than the threshold.

The DGSOT algorithm combines the horizontal growth and vertical growth to construct
a mutltifurcating hierarchical tree from top to bottom to cluster the data. If the number or the
size of the clusters and subclusters of the data set are not even, for example, there is a very
large cluster in the data set, the combination of horizontal growth and vertical growth lets
the DGSOT algorithm find the proper hierarchical structure of the underlying data set, and
then find a more reasonable final clustering result. The harmonization of the vertical growth
and the horizontal growth is important in the DGSOT algorithm to find the proper structure
of the underlying data set. The balance of vertical and horizontal growth is controlled by the
clustering validation criterion, which determines the number of horizontal growth. Therefore,
the cluster validation criterion is critical in the DGSOT algorithm. In DGSOT, the cluster
validation criterion is used to determine the proper number of clusters in each hierarchical level
rather than in the whole data set. For a data set containing an even number of clusters along
with similar size, a proper cluster validation criterion must not allow the horizontal growth to
continue forever without the vertical growth. On the other hand, for a data set containing an
uneven number of clusters or an uneven size of clusters, a proper cluster validation criterion
must be able to detect that uneven behavior and find the best representation in each hierarchical
level.
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To improve the clustering accuracy, Luo et al. [27, 28] proposed a K-level up distribution
(KLD) mechanism. For KLD, data associated with a parent node will be distributed among its
children leaves and also among its neighboring leaves. The following is the KLD strategy:

• For a selected node, its K level up ancestor node is determined.
• The subtree rooted by the ancestor node is determined.
• Data associated with the selected node is distributed among all leaves of the subtree.

The KLD scheme increases the scope in the hierarchy for data distribution, which will give
the data mis-clustered at an early stage a chance to be reevaluated. The DGSOT algorithm
combined with the KLD mechanism overcomes the drawbacks of the traditional neural tree-
based hierarchical clustering algorithms.

In DGSOT, each leaf represents a cluster that includes all data associated with it. The
reference vector of a leaf is the centroid of all data associated with it. Therefore, all refer-
ence vectors of the leaves form a Voronoi set of the original data set, and each internal node
represents a cluster that includes all data associated with its leaf descendants. The reference
vector of an internal node is the centroid of all data associated with its leaf descendants. The
internal nodes of each hierarchical level also form a Voronoi set of the data set with a different
resolution.

The DGSOT algorithm is applied to cluster the same 3000 yeast gene cell cycle microar-
ray expression data that Tavazoie et al. [39] used. The clustering results of DGSOT are com-
pared with SOTA when both have 25 clusters. For these low-level resolution clustering results,
DGSOT, with the multipartition strategy, can successfully establish the hierarchical structure
of these data, and then get more reasonable results than those obtained by SOTA, which is
a pure bipartitions method. This is more drastic if the structure and substructure of the data
contains an uneven number of clusters and subclusters or contains dramatically different sizes
of clusters and subclusters [28]. Furthermore, the biological functionality enrichment in the
clustering result of DGSOT is considerably higher in the degree of enrichment based on the
P-value significant measure (see section 11.5) than the clustering result of SOTA and the K-
means [28].

11.4.5 Graph-Based Clustering Algorithm

Given a set of gene expression data profiles D = {di}, we can define a weighted undirected
complete graph G = (V , E) to represent it. Each vertex in graph represents a gene. And each
edge (u, v) ∈ E has a weight that represents the similarity (or distance) between u and v. The
graph-based clustering algorithms solve the problem of clustering a data set based on some
graph theoretical problems, such as finding the minimum cut and finding the maximal cliques,
or according the properties of the graph, such as the minimum spanning tree of graph G.

CLICK (CLuster Identification via Connectivity Kernels)

The CLICK algorithm [36] recursively partitions the graph G into highly connected sub-
graphs, which represent clusters. The partition that removes a subset of edges in the graph
to disconnect the graph is called a cut, C. Shamir and Sharan [36] defined the weight of the
edge (v, u) as the probability that vertices u and v are in the same cluster. Then, the weight
of C is the sum of the weights of its edges. And a minimum weight cut in G is a cut with the
minimum weight. The CLICK algorithm recursively finds the minimum cut in the graph and
partitions the current graph into two subgraphs. After each cut, a stopping criterion is used
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to check the subgraph. If the subgraph satisfies the stopping criterion, then it is a kernel, and
no more split is needed. Otherwise, the partitioning procedure is continued. The full CLICK
algorithm also has two postprocessing steps to improve the clustering results. The adoption
step adds the singletons into the cluster if the similarity between the singleton and the cluster
is beyond a predefined threshold. The merging step merges two cluster that are similar. Shamir
and Sharan [36] applied the CLICK to two gene expression profiles. The clustering results of
CLICK are shown to perform better in homogeneity and separation than the result of SOM
and HAC on two expression profiles, respectively.

CAST (Cluster Affinity Search Technique)

Ben-Dor et al. [4] proposed a corrupted clique graph model. In this model, a cluster can be
represented by a clique graph, which is a disjoint union of complete graphs. The true clusters of
genes are denoted by the clique graph H . Then, the input graph G of gene expression profiles
can be obtained from H by flipping each edge/non-edge with probability α. Therefore, the
clustering procedure can be translated into obtaining a clique graph as good as true clique
graph H with high probability from the input graph G.

Based on the corrupted graph model, Ben-Dor et al. [4] proposed a theoretical algorithm
that can discover the clusters with high probability and practical heuristic algorithm called
CAST that can run in polynomial time. The input of CAST is a complete graph G. The weight
of the edge is the similarity between two gene expressions. Ben-Dor et al. defined the affinity
value a(v) of a vertex v with respect to a cluster C as a(v) =

∑
u∈C

S(u, v). The CAST

constructs one cluster at a time. When data have not been clustered, the CAST algorithm
randomly picks up a data-point and starts a new cluster. Then, a free data-point whose affinity
is greater than a predefined affinity threshold t is added to the cluster, and a data-point in
the cluster whose affinity is less than t is removed from the cluster. This process continues
until it is stabilized, and one cluster is created. Ben-Dor et al. applied CAST to several gene
expression profiles and showed very promising results.

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)-Based Clustering Algorithm

A spanning tree, T , of a weighted undirected graph G is a minimal subgraph of G, which
connects all vertices. A MST is the spanning tree with the smallest total weight. The MST can
represent the binary relationship of vertices in the graph. Xu et al. [46] observed that the tree
edges connecting data of the same cluster are short whereas the tree edges linking different
cluster are long. Based on this observation, Xu et al. defined the separation condition of a
cluster as follows: “Let D be a data set and s represent the distance between two data in D.
Then, C ⊆ D forms a cluster in D only if for any partition C = C1 ∪ C2, the closest data
point d to C1, d ∈ D − C1, is from C2.” Then any cluster C corresponds to a subtree of its
MST. That is, “if d1 and d2 are two points of a cluster C, then all data points in the tree path
P , connecting d1 and d2 in the MST, must be from C.”

Based on above cluster definition of the MST framework, Xu et al. [46] proposed three
clustering algorithms according to different objective functions. The first objective function is
to minimize the total edge weight of all K subtrees when partitioning MST into K subtrees.
This can be easily realized by finding the K − 1 longest MST-edges and by cutting them.
If there is an outlier data-point that is far away from any cluster, this simple algorithm will
identify the outlier data-point as a cluster and fail to identify real clusters when the number K
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is chosen improperly. The second objective function minimizes the total distance between the
data in each cluster and its center:

K∑
i=1

∑
d∈Ci

dist(d, center(Ci)) (11.12)

Xu et al. proposed an iterative algorithm for this objective function. Initially, the MST is
randomly partitioned into K subtrees. Then two adjacent clusters are selected and merged into
one cluster. Through all the edges in the merged cluster, the edge that is cut will optimize the
objective function and the merged cluster is partitioned into two clusters again. This process
continues until it converges.

The third objective function i minimizes the distance between the data in a cluster and its
representative points.

K∑
i=1

∑
d∈Ci

dist(d, represent(Ci)) (11.13)

A dynamic programming approach is used by Xu et al. [46] to find the optimal K clusters
and their K representative data. All these algorithms are implemented in a software package
called EXCAVATOR and tested for three microarray expression profiles.

11.4.6 Model-Based Clustering Algorithm

Unlike the distance (similarity)-based algorithm, the model-based algorithms assume a strong
structure of the underlying data set, provided that each cluster of the underlying data set is
generated from a probability distribution. In the mixture model, the likelihood that data in the
set x belong to these K distributions is defined as

LMiIX(θ1, . . . θK |x) =

n∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

τkfk(xi, θk) (11.14)

where τk is the probability that data xi belong to the kth cluster; fk(xi, θk)is the probability
density function (PDF) of the kth cluster in the data. θk is the parameter of the probability
density function. The model-based algorithms try to maximize the likelihood function over
the model parameter θk and the hidden parameter τk. Generally, the parameters θk and τk are
estimated by the EM algorithm.

Usually, multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean vector uk and covariance matrix
Σk:

fk(xi|uk, Σk) =
exp{− 1

2
(xi − uk)T ∑−1

k (xi − uk)√
det(2πΣk)

(11.15)

The covariance matrix Σk controls the geometric feature of the underlying cluster. Banfield
and Raftery [2] proposed a general representation of the covariance matrix through the eigen-
value decomposition:

Σk = λkDkAkDT
k (11.16)

where Dk is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, and Ak is a diagonal matrix whose el-
ements are proportional to the eigenvalue of λk. The matrix Dk determines the orientation
of the cluster, Ak determines its shape, and λk determines its volume. The variation of pa-
rameters in equation 11.16 will lead to various models with different characteristics. For the
equal volume spherical model, in which each cluster in the data set is spherically symmetric,
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the covariance matrix can be simplified to Σk = λI , where I is an identity matrix. If each
spherical cluster has different volume, the covariance matrix is Σk = λkI . A different λk is
used to control each cluster. The variation of parameters of general covariance matrix provides
the flexibility to generate different models for different kinds of data set.

Yeung et al. [47] applied different models to cluster ovarian cancer microarray profiles
and yeast cell cycle microarray profiles. The clustering results were shown to be comparable
to the result of heuristic graph-based algorithm CAST. The advantage of model-based algo-
rithms is that they provide a statistical framework to understand the underlying structure of
the gene expression profiles. However, the assumption of model-based clustering that data fit
in a specific distribution may not be true in some cases. For example, Yeung et al. [47] found
that gene expression data fit the Gaussian model poorly. Finding a more proper model for gene
expression data is still an ongoing effort.

11.4.7 Subspace Clustering

As the increased application of microarray technologies is generating a huge amount of data, it
is easy to collect hundreds or even thousands microarray gene expression experiment data for
one genome. For these kinds of high-dimensional gene expression profiles, all the above clus-
tering algorithms that group data based on all dimensions become extremely difficult to im-
plement. First, as the dimensions increase, the irrelevance between dimensions also increases,
which will mask the true cluster in noise and eliminate the clustering tendency. Second, there
is the curse of dimensionality. In high dimensions, the similarity measures become increas-
ingly meaningless. Beyer et al. [6] showed that the distance to the nearest neighbor becomes
indistinguishable from the distance to the majority of the points. Then, to find useful clusters,
the clustering algorithm must work only on the relevant dimensions. At the same time, it is
well known in biology that only a small subset of the genes participates in a certain cellular
process. Then, even for a subset of the experiments, only parts of expressions are meaningful.
Furthermore, one single gene may participate in multiple processes and can be related to dif-
ferent genes at different process. Thus, it can join different clusters at different processes. So,
clustering on all dimensions of high-dimension microarray expression profiles is not mean-
ingful. Recently, several subspace clustering algorithms [33] have been proposed to fit the
requirement of mining high-dimensional gene expression profiles.

The subspace clustering concept was first introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] in a general data
mining area. In their CLIQUE algorithm, each dimension is divided into a number of equal-
length intervals ξ, and a unit in subspaces is the intersection of intervals in each dimension of
sub spaces. A unit is dense if the number of points in it is above a certain threshold τ . The
CLIQUE discovers the dense units in k-dimension subspaces from the dense units in k − 1
dimensional subspaces. Next, a cluster is defined as a maximal set of connected dense units.
The results of CLIQUE are a series of clusters in different subspaces. The CLIQUE is the first
algorithm that combined the clustering with the attribute selection and provides a different
view of the data.

A number of subspace clustering algorithms have been proposed to discover subclusters
(high coherence submatrix) within high-dimensional gene expression profiles. Here, we only
introduce two pioneering works. For more subspace clustering algorithms on gene expression
profiles, a detail review is available in [29].
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Coupled Two-Way Clustering (CTWC)

For a microarray expression profile with features F and objects O, where F and O can be
both genes and experiments, Getz et al. [17] proposed a coupled two-way clustering (CTWC)
algorithm to find a stable subset (F i and Oj) of these profiles. A stable subset means that the
Oj will be significant according to some predefined threshold when using only the features
F i to clustering objects Oj . The CTWC algorithm iteratively processes two-way clustering
to find the stable subset. A clustering algorithm based on the Pott model of statistical physics
called the superparamagnetic clustering algorithm (SPC) [7] is used for two-way clustering.
Initially, two-way clustering is applied to the full gene expression matrix and generates a set of
gene clusters (g1

i ) and a set of sample clusters (e1
j ). Then, the two-way clustering is applied to

submatrices defined by the combination of one of the previously generated gene clusters with
one of the previously generated sample clusters. This iteration continues until no new clusters
satisfy some predefined criterion.

Getz et al. [17] applied the CTWC algorithm to an acute leukemia microarray profile and
a colon caner microarray profile. For the first data set, the CTWC discovered 49 stable gene
clusters and 35 stable sample clusters in two iterations. For the second data set, 76 stable
sample clusters and 97 stable gene clusters were generated. Several conditionally related gene
clusters have been identified, which cannot be identified when all of the samples are used to
cluster genes. However, the CTWC also generated some meaningless clusters.

Biclustering

Given a gene expression profile A with a set of X genes and a set of Y samples, Cheng and
Church [8] defined a submatrix AI,J (I ⊂ X , J ⊂ Y ) in A with a high similarity score as
a bicluster. Cheng and Church introduce the residue to measure the coherence of the gene
expression. For each element aij in the submatrix AI,J , its mean-squared residue (MSR) is
defined as:

r aij = aij − aiJ − aIj + aIJ (11.17)

where aiJ is the mean of the ith row in the AI,J , aIj is the mean of the jth column of
AI,J, and aIJ is the mean of all elements in the AI,J . The value of the MSR indicates the
coherence of an expression relative to the remaining expressions in the bicluster AI,J given
the biases of the relevant rows and the relevant columns. The lower the residue is, the stronger
the coherence will be. Next, the MSR of the submatrix AI,J can be defined as:

MSR AIJ =
1

|I||J |
∑

i∈I,j∈J

(MSR aij)
2 (11.18)

A submatrix AI,J is called a δ-bicluster if MSR AIJ ≤ δ for some δ ≥ 0.
Cheng and Church [8] showed that finding the largest square δ-bicluster is NP-hard and

proposed several heuristic greedy row/column removal/addition algorithms to reduce the com-
plexity to polynomial time. The single node deletion algorithm iteratively removes the row or
column that gives the most decrease in mean-squared residue. The multiple node deletion al-
gorithm iteratively removes the rows and columns whose mean-squared residues are greater
than α×msr AIJ , where α> 1 is a predefined threshold. After the deletion algorithm termi-
nates, a node addition algorithm adds rows and columns that do not increase the mean-squared
residue of the bicluster. The algorithm finds one bicluster at a time. After a bicluster is found,
the elements of the bicluster are replaced by random values in the original expression matrix.
Each iteration bicluster is processed on the full expression matrix. The process will continue
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until K prerequired biclusters are found. Masking elements of already-identified biclusters by
random noise will let the biclusters that are already discovered not be reported again. However,
highly overlapping biclusters may also not be discovered.

Cheng and Church [8] demonstrated the biclustering algorithm on yeast microarray pro-
files and a human gene microarray profiles. For each data set, 100 biclusters were discovered.

11.5 Cluster Evaluation

The cluster validation evaluates the quality of the clustering result, and then finds the best
partition of the underlying data set. A detail review of cluster validation algorithms appears in
[18]. An optimal clustering result can be evaluated by two criteria [5]. One is compactness; the
data inside the same cluster should be close to each other. The other is separation; different
clusters should be separated as wide as possible. Generally, three kinds of approaches have
been used to validate the clustering result [41]: the approach based on external criteria, the
approach based on internal criteria, and the approach based on relative criteria.

The clustering validation using external criteria is based on the null hypothesis, which
represents a random structure of a data set. It evaluates the resulting clustering structure by
comparing it to an independent partition of the data built according to the null hypothesis of
the data set. This kind of test leads to high computation costs. Generally, the Monte Carlo
techniques are suitable for the high computation problem and generate the needed probability
density function. The clustering validation using internal criteria is to evaluate the clustering
result of an algorithm using only quantities and features inherent to the data set [18]. Internal
criteria can be applied to two cases when the cluster validity depends on the clustering struc-
ture: one is the hierarchy of clustering schemes, and the other is the single clustering scheme
[18].

Because of their low computational cost, the clustering validation using relative criteria
is more commonly used. Usually the procedure of identifying the best clustering scheme is
based on a validity index. In the plotting of validity index versus the number of clusters Nc,
if the validity index does not exhibit an increasing or decreasing trend as Nc increases, the
maximum (minimum) of the plot indicates the best clustering. On the other hand, for indices
that increase or decrease as Nc increases, the value of Nc at which a significant local change
takes place indicates the best clustering. This change appears as a “knee” in the plot, and it
is an indication of the number of clusters underlying the data set. Moreover, the absence of a
knee may be an indication that the data set has no cluster type structure.

For gene expression profile clustering, there is a fourth clustering validation approach
that is based on the biological significance of the clustering results. Several clustering validity
indices are presented here.

11.5.1 Dunn Indices

Dunn [12] proposed a cluster validity index to identify clusters. The index for a specific num-
ber of clusters is defined as

DNc = min
i=1,...Nc

⎧⎨
⎩ min

j=1,..Nc

⎧⎨
⎩ d(ci, cj)

max
k=1,..Nc

diam(ck)

⎫⎬
⎭
⎫⎬
⎭ (11.19)

where d(ci, cj) is the dissimilarity function between two clusters ci and cj defined as
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d(ci, cj) = min
x∈ci,y∈cj

d(x, y) (11.20)

and diam(c) is the diameter of a cluster c, which measures the dispersion of clusters. The
diameter of cluster c can be defined as

diam(c) = max
x,y∈c

d(x, y) (11.21)

For compact and well-separated clusters, the distance between the clusters will be large and
the diameter of the clusters will be small. Then, the value of the Dunn index will be large.
However, the Dunn index does not exhibit any trend with respect to the number of clusters.
Thus, the maximum value in the plot of the DNc versus the number of clusters indicate the
number of compact and well-separated clusters in the data set.

11.5.2 The Davies-Bouldin (DB) Index

Davies and Bouldin proposed a similarity measure Rij between clusters Ci and Cj based on a
dispersion measure si of a cluster and a dissimilarity measure, dij, between two clusters. The
Rij index is defined to satisfy the following conditions [9]:

• Rij ≥ 0
• Rij = Rji

• If si = 0 and sj = 0 then Rij = 0
• If sj > sk and dij = dik then Rij > Rik

• If sj = sk and dij< dik then Rij > Rik

A Rij that statisifes the above condition is nonnegative and symmetric. A simple choice for
Rij can be [9]

DBNc =
1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

Ri Ri = max
i,j=1,...Nc,i	=j

Rij (11.22)

The above definition of DBNc is the average similarity between each cluster Ci, i = 1, . . .,
Nc and its most similar one. Similar to Dunn index, the DBNc index exhibits no trends with
respect to the number of clusters. The minimum value of DBNc in its plot versus the number
of clusters indicates the best clustering.

11.5.3 Gap Statistics

Tibshirani et al. [42] proposed estimating the number of clusters in a data set via the gap
statistic, which compares the change in within-cluster dispersion with that expected under an
appropriate null distribution. The complete description of the gap statistic is as follows:

• Cluster the observed data, calculate the within-dispersion measure Wk for varying number
of clusters k = 1, 2, . . .K .

The Wk is defined as

Wk =

K∑
k=1

1

2 |Ck|
∑

i,j∈Ck

dij (11.23)
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• Generate B reference data sets, using the uniform prescription, and cluster each one giv-
ing within-dispersion measures W ∗

kb, b = 1, 2, . . .B, k = 1, 2, . . .K . Compute the
(estimated) gap statistic:

Gap(k) = (1/B)
∑

b

log(W ∗
kb) − log(Wk) (11.24)

• Let l̄ = (1/B)
∑
b

log(W ∗
kb), compute the standard deviation

sdk =

[
(1/B)

∑
b

(log(W ∗
kb) − l̄)2

] 1
2

,

and define sk = sdk

√
1 + 1/B. Finally, choose the number of clusters via:

k̂ = smallest k such that Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k + 1) − sk+1 (11.25)

Average Silhouette

It has been proposed (see [34, 44]), using average silhouette as a composite index to reflect
the compactness and separation of the clusters. A silhouette value s(i) of data i that belong to
cluster A is defined as follows

s(i) =
b(i) − a(i)

max{a(i), b(i)} (11.26)

The a(i) is the average distance between data i and other data in the same cluster A:

a(i) =
1

|A| − 1

∑
j∈A,j 	=i

d(i, j) (11.27)

where d(i, j) is the distance between data i and j and |A| is the number of data in cluster A.
The b(i) is the minimum value of average distance of data i to data in any cluster C other

than cluster A.
b(i) = min

C 	=A
{d(i, C)} (11.28)

and

d(i, C) =
1

|C|
∑
j∈C

d(i, j) (11.29)

The average silhouette is the average of the silhouette value of all data in the cluster. The
value of the average silhouette lies between -1 and 1. If the average silhouette is great than 0,
the cluster is valid. If it is less than 0, the data in this cluster on average are closer to members
of some other clusters, making this cluster invalid.

11.5.4 Biological Significance-Based on P -Value

Tavazoie et al. [39] proposed evaluating the clustering result based on the biological signifi-
cance of each category. First, genes are assigned categories based on gene ontology or based
on the categories of some public database. Then, for each cluster, a P -value can be calculated,
which is the probability of observing the frequency of genes in a particular functional cate-
gory in a certain cluster, using the cumulative hypergeometric probability distribution [39].
The P -value of observing k genes from a function category within a cluster of size n is
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P = 1 −
k−1∑
i=0

(
f
i

)(
g − f
n − i

)
(

g
n

) (11.30)

where f is the total number of genes within that functional category and g is the total number
of genes within the genome (for yeast, n equals to 6220). The lower the P -value is, the higher
the biological significance of a cluster.

11.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we reviewed clustering analysis for the gene expression profiles. The list of
clustering algorithms presented is very limited but representative. Because of the fact that
the research in this area is very active, a list of all algorithms developed for clustering gene
expression profiles will be prohibitively long.

For biologists, clustering analysis is only the first step. Biologists want the results from
the clustering to provide clues for the further biological research. Because false information
will cost a lot of time and money for wet experiments, more accurate results are an absolute
necessity. Since only a portion of the genes are expressed under most experimental conditions,
to obtain a biologically meaningful result the clustering algorithms need to artificially assign
a threshold for controlling the quality of the clusters. To determine the threshold, biological
knowledge is needed. For some biological organisms, like yeast, E coli, and Caenorhabditis
elegans, knowledge of the genes may be enough to determine the threshold. But for most bio-
logical organisms knowledge of the genes is limited, so the threshold is determined artificially.
The threshold may be either too spurious, which may produce false information, or too strict,
which may cause the loss of true information. Moreover, the changing of the threshold will
result in different clusters of modules [3]. Finding an objective criterion for deciding what is
a biologically meaningful cluster is certainly one of the most important open problems.

With the wide application of the microarray technology, more genome-size gene ex-
pression experimental data for an organism are becoming available. Because of the curse
of dimensionality, traditional clustering algorithms are not suitable for analyzing these high-
dimensional data sets. Subspace clustering, which tries to find density sub-“blocks” in the
high-dimensional data, is not only appropriate for the purpose of mining high-dimensional
large gene expression profiles but also consistent with the knowledge from biology that only
part of the genes is expressed at certain experimental conditions. Designing an efficient sub-
space clustering algorithm that can discover biologically meaningful clusters still is an impor-
tant research direction.

One other important issue in clustering analysis is how to visualize the clustering result.
A good clustering algorithm without a good method to visualize the result will limit its usage.
The reason that hierarchical agglomerative clustering is most commonly used in biological
data analysis is that it can be visualized by dendrography, which is easily understood by biol-
ogists. Developing new methods and tools for visualization of clustering result of biological
data can lead to widespread application of the clustering algorithms.
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